
UNDERSTANDING THE “CLACH NEIRT” 

NB – For the purposes of this report, the “Dwelly” spelling of neirt is used throughout. 

1. DEFINITION AND PERCEPTIONS 

Of all the various Gaelic words that apply to stones and strength the Clach Neirt is without 

doubt the most commonly quoted and more so, the least understood. There are many 

written texts and websites, predominately those with a Highland Games base, that make 

efforts to quote history and nomenclature resulting in specific definitions of what is and 

what is not Clach Neirt. 

Beginning with current perceptions, the clach neirt is described simply as a “putting stone” 

and from this various assumptions have been made, principally regarding weight and with 

the addition of some doubtable social culture attached to the practice of the clach neart, 

the true definition has been lost. For the sake of simplicity any examination should in effect 

commence with what definition and translations are known – 

Clach-neirt, pl – an-neirt, s, f,  Putting stone (lit, stone of strength) 

Taken from “A Gaelic Dictionary specially designed for Beginners and use in Schools” by 

Edward Dwelly 1902. 1 

Clach-neart,s,f, a putting stone; literally, a stone of strength 

Taken from “A Gaelic Dictionary in Two Parts” by R A Armstrong 1825. 

Clach-neart , klach nyert, n,f – putting stone 

Taken from “A pronouncing Gaelic Dictionary” by Neil MacAlpine 1853 

Clach-neart,s,f, a putting stone; literally, a stone of strength 

From “A Dictionary of the Gaelic language in Two Parts” by Norman McLeod 1831 

Cloch-neart – The Putting Stone 

From “A Galic and English Dictionary” by William Shaw 1780 

Clach neart – Putting Stone  

From “The Gaelic-English Dictionary” by Colin Mark 2004 

                                                             
1 In the same dictionary, Dwelly translates Clach a bhoisgein as a “putting stone” in Cowal. However  From The Celtic 

Monthly a Magazine for Highlanders Volume 15 Published 1907 the clachabhoisgein (flashing stone) is a lifting stone which 

was expected to have been lifted onto the shoulder – it is not a putting stone in the fashion of that used in the Highland 

Games which is the essence of this report. 

 



It is quite understandable that the Gaelic “Clach Neirt” translated as stone of strength/force 

has been understood to be a “putting stone”, and this notion fits comfortably into the 

present Highland Games culture in that the stone thrown for distance, the putting stone, 

was in ancient times known as Clach Neirt.  

The dictionary definitions, overwhelmingly showing that the “Putting Stone” and the “Clach 

Neirt” are one and the same and this has spawned numerous ideas and statements of 

comparison. 

 “Stones of Strength” were common in the days of medieval Highland chieftains.  Often 

times these stones would be either “manhood stones” or putting stones.  Visitors or even 

young clansmen seeking to be considered full grown men would test their strength by 

either placing the “manhood stones” atop a separate rock or ledge varying in height from 

three to four feet (Webster, 61).  The stones of strength are large stones weighing from 

thirty pounds to a hundredweight (112 pounds) and upwards that were used by clan 

chieftains to test the strength of the men in their respective clans.  The former (lighter) 

stones were referred to as the Clach Neart, and the latter (heavier) stones were referred to 

as Clach Cuid Fir or Manhood Stones (Brander, 19).  To alleviate the confusion between 

the names of the stones, stones of strength were used specifically for putting while 

manhood stones were to be lifted (Webster, 128).
2
 

                                                             
2 From the “Force Barbell” website (http://www.forcebarbell.com/2013/04/11/a-brief-history-of-the-highland-games/) 

which references the following - Webster, David Price. Scottish Highland Games.  Printed in Scotland by Macdonald Printers 

(Edinburgh) limited.  Edgefield Road, Loanhead, Midlothian. Copyright 1973 and Brander, Michael. The Essential Guide to 

the Highland Games.  Published by Canongate Press plc 14 Frederick Street Edinburgh EH2 2HB.  Great Britain.  Copyright 

1992. 

 
 
 
 
 

The Gaelic is quite clear that the Clach Neirt translates as Stone of strength or stone of force 
and there is no requirement to further analyze this at this point. What has not been fully 
examined is the interpretation of a “Putting Stone”, what it is and what size or weight it was 
and there has been a misleading general assumption by those involved in Highland Games 
circles that the putting stone is solely what they perceive it to be, namely a small roundish 
stone that fits in the hand and is propelled using one hand. 
 
The Clach Neirt does not specify anything by way of weight or size and as the Gaelic implies 
by way of its descriptive element; “Neirt” means “force” as well as “strength”. Perhaps the 
best direct translation of Clach neirt would therefore be “stone of force” implying that the 
stone was indeed propelled or pushed and for this fact, the putting stone fits comfortably 
into the Gaelic nomenclature. The problem associated with this however is that the 
nomenclature implies what is done with the stone ie forcing or pushing it; not the direct size 
nor weight of the stone itself.     
 

 

http://www.forcebarbell.com/2013/04/11/a-brief-history-of-the-highland-games/


The above is an example of just one of the hundreds of websites that attempt to 

differentiate traditional Gaelic stones by weight, a difficult proposition in itself considering 

that before the introduction of standardized weights and measures in 1820 there were no 

formal measure of weight anywhere between Braemar and Coll. Highland Games culture 

makes a great play in definition in respect of weight – 

“Clachneart (Stone of strength) & Braemar Stone 

These ancient events are evolved into the modern day shot-put. A stone is used instead of a 

steel ball. The stone must be 'put' from the front of the shoulder using only one hand. A 16 to 

22 pound stone is used for the Clachneart, which allows a seven-and-a-half foot run-up to a 

toe-board. 

The Braemar stone is a standing throw using a heavier, 22 to 30 pound 

stone.” 
3
 

 

“Clachneart: Scots Gaelic for “Stone of Strength,” the clachneart was the forerunner of the 

Olympic shot put. The stone is approximately seven and three-quarters inches in diameter 

and weighs 16 pounds.” 
4
 

“Stone puts come in two varieties Clachneart (Stone of Strength) & Braemar Stone” 
5
 

All three of the above highlight Gaelic nomenclature by definition of weight inferring that 

Clach neirt required to be of a specific weight and indeed measurement. 

The fundamental principle that the Gaelic language is by far more descriptive in style than 

English has clearly not been taken on board and this has lead for a propensity to equate 

what was culturally old into a more modern and easier understood standard. The above 

basically implies that there was a continuity throughout the Highlands and Islands with 

regards to sporting activity, a standardization of sorts with each Glen or area of occupation 

having full knowledge of rules, methods and practice in relation to stone lifting and stone 

putting; a quite absurd and preposterous idea or perception that takes absolutely no 

account whatsoever of Gaelic history and culture. 

It is quite clear that modern strength historians, particularly those with a principle interest 

in Highland Games, have hitherto continued to apply a known Victorian romantic view of 

the Highlander and his strength, a view that lacks any serious examination and whose chief 

purpose was to romanticize the Gael and his culture to make him more palatable to an 

anglified view.       
                                                                                                                                                                                              
 
 
3 http://www.celtichighlandgames.org/pages/WhatAreHeavyEvents 
4 http://www.highcountrypress.com/weekly/2008/07-03-08/highland_scottish.htm Scottish Athletic Events, History and 

Genealogy Study at Clan Tents, Story by Celeste von Mangan 
5 http://www.iowahighlandgames.org/heavyathletics/  
 

http://www.celtichighlandgames.org/pages/WhatAreHeavyEvents
http://www.highcountrypress.com/weekly/2008/07-03-08/highland_scottish.htm
http://www.iowahighlandgames.org/heavyathletics/


What is required is a more detailed examination of the Clach Neirt and perhaps more 

importantly, the Putting Stone. 

 

2. THE PUTTING STONE – ITS ENGLISH DEFINITION AND TIME FRAME 

The earliest written dictionary definition of a Putting Stone is as follows – 

Putting- Stone - A large Stone, by the throwing of which the strength is tried. 6 

This particular reference should be examined in relation to the time frame in which it was 

written. The reference is taken from one of the very first published English Dictionaries, by 

Nathan Bailey in 1721. The time scale is important as the year of publication, although some 

14 years after the Act of Union between England and Scotland in 1707, is from a time when 

little or nothing was known of Gaelic culture and indeed the well known sympathies 

towards the Jacobite cause demonstrated by the Highlander at the time, almost insured that 

only the foolish would have entered the rough Highlands to the north. In essence, any idea 

that there would have been knowledge of a stone putting culture in the Highlands and 

Islands at that time should immediately be dispelled. The word Putting-Stone therefore is 

quite obviously not of Gaelic origin and indeed by the mention of it within Bailey’s 

dictionary, clearly points towards the practice of stone putting being part of English culture 

in or around that time frame. 

This in itself raises many questions as to the practice and culture of propelling a “Putting 

Stone” if indeed it has a non Gaelic origin. What chance is there of a similar size stone being 

used or similar rules being applied, and indeed the assumption that “putting” involves solely 

the use of one hand also has to be questioned. 

The definition given by Bailey describes the putting stone as being “a large stone” however 

the definition of large is non- specific. Whether a water rounded hand held stone could be 

described as large is open to individual interpretation however regardless of which, any 

assumption as to size of a putting stone is principally that; an assumption and therefore no 

specific definition can be derived in any fashion and that includes any interpretation that 

tries to fit the size and weight as well as style, into something similar to that as applied at 

the Highland Games. 

Resorting to the English language, the origins of the word “putt” does have decidedly Celtic 

origins.        

“The Welsh pwtian ............the primary sense is to thrust, throw, drive or send”
7 

                                                             
6 Taken directly from the second publication of an English Language Dictionary by Nathan Bailey – An Universal 

Etymological English Dictionary published in 1721. 

 



“PUTADH, aidh s.m, a pushing, a shoving...........a push, a jostle, a shove, a put.”8  

The use of the word “Putt” having its origins in either or both of the goidelic  and brythonic 

language groupings clearly demonstrates that the word is not of Anglo-Saxon origin. Being 

derived from the Gaelic language does not necessarily mean however that the word is of 

Highland origin. 

The origin of the word “Putt” is most likely to have originated from the lowland Gaelic which 

became displaced by the English variant of Scots between the 14th and 17th Centuries as the 

English language migrated westwards from the Lothians. 

With regards to stone lifting, this Gaelic influence in the South West would account for the 

presence of the Blue Stones of Old Dailly and the lifting stones at Kingcase, Prestwick and at 

Loans near Troon. 

Further east from Ayrshire, the River Nith valley gives us some important evidence regarding 

stone putting culture. 

At Closeburn near Dumfries there existed a 42lb “putting stone” situated close to the 

uniquely named Liftingstane Farm. The time frame for the use of the stone can be dated as 

it was amongst many other references, mentioned in a tale9 regarding two local Reivers 

called Norman Needy and Reiving Rob. This places the use of the stone during the reign of 

James V of Scotland (from 1513 to 1542). The Putting Stone therefore existed completely 

out with any knowledge of Highlands and Islands culture however its use still relates to a 

lost Gaelic culture in that area of Galloway. 

Further northwards along the River Nith there is knowledge of the existence of a far heavier 

putting stone .Known as  “The putting stone of Great Glenmana”  the stone rested in the 

recesses of the narrow Lowland Glen of Glenmanna, south west of the village of Sanquhar.  

“Notices of these are to be found in the Dumfries Magazine and other publications of the 

period, and his monster putting-stone is enumerated in the appendix, in the list of articles of 

antiquarian interest still to be seen in the parish. This stone weighs 150 lbs.” 10 

The Glenmanna Putting Stone was known to have been in use circa 1680 when it was 

thrown by a John McCall a strongman of some notoriety of the period. The stone was 

retained at the Thornhill Museum until its closure in the 1960’s however the stone was 

known to have been reduced in weight to some 75lbs following its conversion for use in the 

sport of curling.11  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
7
 A Dictionary of the English Language Volume 2, Noah Webster 1828 

8
 A Gaelic Dictionary in Two Parts, RA Armstrong 1825 

9
 Reaving Rob and Norman Needy, a border tale. p153 The Edinburgh Magazine and Literary Miscellany 1824. 

10 p310 The History of Sanquhar, James Brown 1891 
11 The History of Curling, Scotland’s ain game and 50 years of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club, John Kerr 1890 



The weight of this putting stone almost ensures that it was thrown with two hands instead 

of the single handed “putt” of the Highland Games variety. This type of stone is not unique 

with the “Putting Stone of Jamie Welsh”(also known as the Bairn of Tweedhopefoot) being 

a very large stone which few men could lift let alone throw.12 The use of this particular 

putting stone can be dated to circa 1649. 

At this juncture a picture is building of a putting stone which far exceeds the expected 

weight considerations as earlier defined by those ascribing a definition to the clach neirt 

however what is clear, is that regardless of weight, any stone that is thrown or propelled is 

being shown to be a “putting stone”. 

“Puttingstone - Putting and stone. That is, a stone thrown or placed by the hands.”13 

Following on from the earlier reference to the “putting stone” made by Nathan Bailey of a 

“heavy stone”, we now have another reference that mentions the putting stone as one in 

which the use of two hands is obvious. Although this single reference to the use of two 

hands in “putting” does stand alone amongst the many other definitions within the 

Victorian era, it does hint at a completely different approach to that currently perceived. 

That stone putting, in whatever form existed out-with the Highlands and Islands is 

undisputable, and the fact that is was also practiced elsewhere in the British Isles is proof 

that no single approach to the putting stone could be derived. A putting stone was of any 

weight and would have been thrown in a variety of different methods and this is where the 

problem with the translation of “Clach Neirt” as a putting stone exists. Many assumptions 

have been made that the Highlands and Islands version of the “putting stone” is that which 

is currently thrown single handed by a Highland Games heavy. In the English, this type of 

stone may well be referred to a putting stone but evidence suggests that the Gaelic “Clach 

Neirt” had a meaning which loosely defined the stone of strength. 

In Victorian literature there are some examples of some doubt as to what is meant by the 

term “Putting Stone”. 

“Since Jerome, commentators have thought of a stone by throwing or lifting which men try 

their strength, what we call a "putting stone.”14 
 
This simple reference clearly infers that a putting stone can be a stone of strength which is 
either thrown or indeed lifted and interpreted alongside the previous definition of that of a 
stone thrown or placed with two hands, most certainly broadens the definition of a putting 
stone to include a heavy lifting stone, a perception perhaps totally alien to the Highland 
Games Community but nevertheless a certain element of doubt does exist in relation to 
perceived definitions.  
 

                                                             
12 The New Statistical Account of Scotland Volume 3 1834 
13 The London Encyclopaedia or Universal Dictionary Volume XVIII 1829 
14

 p480 The Book of the Twelve Prophets commonly called the minor. George Adam Smith. 1901 



The quote attributed to the historical knowledge of St Jerome is indeed another plagiarism, 
as the “putting stone” being a trial of strength was mentioned in 1701, some 14 years 
before the Dictionary produced by Nathan Bailey. 
 
“St Jerome tells us, it was an old custom in Palestine, and in use in his own time, to have 

round stones of a great weight kept in the castles and villages, for the youth to try their 

strength with. And the custom is yet extant in some parts of Scotland, where stones for the 

same purpose, are laid at the gates of great houses, which they call putting- stones” 
15

 

 

Just how the celebrated English Poet, Alexander Pope became aware or had knowledge of a 
Scottish or indeed Gaelic stone lifting or throwing culture is completely unknown. In 1707, 
and despite the Union between Scotland and England the entire country was fearful of a 
Jacobite uprising and although this is often perceived to be associated with the Highlands of 
Scotland, Jacobite sympathisers existed throughout, and as the cause was the restoration of 
the Roman Catholic Stewarts to the throne of Great Britain, a large number of sympathisers 
were indeed Roman Catholic. Pope was known to be Catholic however I suspect that the 
time frame, in respect that “great houses” were few in number in the Highlands and Islands 
at this time, that the specific reference may refer to lowland Scotland or indeed the Borders. 
 
The text however has proved problematical in the history of strength. 
 
What should be noted is that the Putting Stone as defined by Pope is a “round stone of a 
great weight”. Whatever way one looks at this, it cannot be conceived to refer to the 
Highland Games Putting Stone, however it has. 
 
Many strength historians (of the Highland Games) and various websites specify that the 
Clach Neirt existed outside “great houses” and although it is clear from the previous 
references that the “putting stone” is a heavy lifting stone, the original quotes have in 
modern times been corrupted to highlight the putting stone as that thrown at the Highland 
Games -    
 
“Origins: Historical records suggest that this skill came in handy for men under siege. The 

stone putter would be posted along the battlements of a fortress where he could hurl small 

boulders down onto his attackers. The stone throw is believed to be related to the "stone of 

strength" or clachneart that was often found at the gates of Highland chieftains homes. 

Visitors were encouraged to test their strength by throwing the stone.” 
16

 

 

Taken from an American Highland Games website, the link between using small boulders for 
defence is against the physical and common sense approach that in reality, heavier boulders 
would have carried out far more damage and historically is likely to have been a weapon of 
sorts before even the onset of the Clan system. How an assumption can be made that all 
Highland Chieftains had “gates” to their homes is perhaps another example of trying to 
make history and romanticism fit.   
 

                                                             
15 p143 The Illiad of Homer translated by Alexander Pope 1715 
16 http://www.stlstandrews.com/Athletics.html - Scottish St Andrew Society of Greater St Louis.- Scottish Games and 
Athletics. 

http://www.stlstandrews.com/Athletics.html


“The Clach-neart, literally stone of strength, or the putting stone, is a favorite and ancient 

amusement, and consists in projecting a large round stone to the greatest possible distance. It 

was formerly the custom to have one of these lying at the gate of every chieftain’s house, and 

on the arrival of a stranger, he was asked as a compliment to throw. (2)” 
17

 

This particular reference follows the usual pattern in relation to a Games type putting stone 
existing outside the gates to the chieftains house. The reference used is that from James 
Logan who will be discussed later. 

 

“Whilst we are on the subject of large stones and strong men, Highland Chiefs used to have 

the ‘Clachneart’ or ‘Stone of Strength’ placed at their gateways. Visitors were invited to try 

their strength”  18 

This text from an American based clan web-site again alludes to large stones being placed at 
the gateway to a Chieftains house although in fairness, it does not specify that the stone 
was the size of a Games Putting Stone. 

 

“Historically, the Braemar Stone Put stems from a common practice by early Highland 

Chieftains to challenge the throwing arm of a visiting clan's warrior. Each chieftain's "Stone 

of Strength" was situated outside the gatepost at the entrance of his castle. Before entry was 

granted, each visitor was obliged to test his strength by throwing the stone for distance. This 

perhaps was to ensure that the guests would be able to assist in the defense of the castle. If 

besieged, the successful stone-putters would be posted on the battlements, hurling large 

boulders down upon the attackers” 
19

 

In this reference from yet again another American Highland Games website, the inference is 
that the stone referred to is the Highland Games Putting Stone and in accordance, much 
romantic sentiment has equally been applied and the “Gates” of the Chieftain are again 
mentioned as the location where such stones were retained. 

“The clachneart means stone of strength and would have been a smooth round stone selected 

from the riverbed. It is thought that early Highland chieftains would have such a stone at the 

gateway to their dwelling and visiting warriors obliged to demonstrate their strength by 

hurling the stone” 
20

  

Taken from an on-line Scottish based newspaper, the reference certainly does not specify 
size nor does it refer or infer that the stone is the size of the Games Putting Stone but again 
what is referred to, of whatever size, is located once more outside the gates to the 
Chieftains house!   

                                                             
17 http://www.iowahighlandgames.org/hej/history/ - Iowa Highland Games – History. The website does make reference to 
James Logan and quotes from The Scotish Gaël: or, Celtic manners, as preserved among the Highlanders – Logan 1851. 
18 http://www.clanchisholmsociety.org/public/articles.php - International Clan Chisholm Society 
19 http://www.roundhill.org/heavysports.html Roundhill Highland Games, Norwalk, Connecticut 
20 http://caledonianmercury.com/2010/05/16/what-happens-at-a-wappenschaw/007661 - “What happens at a 
wappenchaw” – on line article by Elizabeth McQuillan. 

http://www.iowahighlandgames.org/hej/history/
http://www.clanchisholmsociety.org/public/articles.php
http://www.roundhill.org/heavysports.html
http://caledonianmercury.com/2010/05/16/what-happens-at-a-wappenschaw/007661


“The stone throw is believed to be related to the “stone of strength” or clachneart (the 

Gaelic name often used in the Games today) that was often found at the gates to Highland 

Chieftains homes” 
21

 

The above is found within an American published book on the Highland Games and its 
culture which by the very nature of the subject matter, would require a degree of plagiarism 
to explain Highland strength culture. 

 
Clachneart Scottish Ale (80/-) 

 

“Highland chieftains, to test visiting warriors’ strength before entry to the castle to ensure he 

could defend the castle if needed, used the clachneart (stone of strength). Four Saints won’t 

require you to throw a 22 lb. stone to join our camp. Just join us in enjoying this malty, full-

bodied, slightly smoky ale that pays homage to the Scottish tradition of North Carolina” 
22

 

 

The extent to which the American view of “Scottishness” can be romantacised to the hilt 
can best be summed up with the above which is taken from the website of an American 
based brewery. 
 
Referring back to the original text by Pope, it should be recalled that he clearly states that 
“putting stones” existed outside the “gates” to great houses in some parts of Scotland. This 
is the root of the plagiarism and romantic attachments that followed because many 
assumptions have been made with the most obvious being that – 

1. That the putting stone is of the Highland Games variety....and 
2. That all these “gates” where the stones (of whatever size) were located, are situated 

in the Highlands when the reference by Pope makes no mention of any specific area 
in Scotland. 

 
How Pope has been corrupted is quite easy to understand. 
 
     PUTTINGSTONE - In some parts of Scotland, stones are laid at the gates of great houses, 

which they call putting stones, for trials of strength (Pope). 
23 

 
This reference taken from perhaps the most famous of early English dictionaries by Samuel 
Johnson correctly contributes Pope as the source of the definition however he does omit 
the reference to the size of the stone. From this point, a putting stone can then be assumed 
to be a putting stone of Highland Games proportions. 
 
PUTTINGSTONE - In some parts of Scotland, stones are laid at the gates of great houses, 

which they call putting stones, for trials of strength 
24

 

 

                                                             
21

 p74 The Scottish Highland Games in America. Emily Ann Donaldson 1986    
22 http://www.foursaintsbrewing.com/seasonals/clach-neart-scottish-ale.html  
23

  A Dictionary of the English Language. Samuel Johnson 1792 
24

 A General Definition of the English Language. Thomas Sheridan 1780 

http://www.foursaintsbrewing.com/seasonals/clach-neart-scottish-ale.html


By 1780 a further dictionary reference remains unchanged and although again there is no 
reference to the size of the stone, there is no mention of Pope being the originator of the 
meaning of Putting Stone. 
 
 PUTTING-STONE - In Scotland, a stone laid at the gates of great houses for trials of 

strength. (Johnson/Pope) 
25 

   
The reference to “Putting Stone” has now crossed the Atlantic appearing in one of the first 
published English dictionaries in the USA. The reference is attributed to Pope and Johnson 
however the clarity of the original text by Pope has again failed to be explained in the fact 
that such stones were round and of a “great weight”. 
 
What should be emphasised is that the locations of these “putting stones”, in modern times 
and by many authors has been explained in similar terms in such that the putting stone 
existed outside the gates of the “Chieftains House”. Evidence of this, as it relates to stones 
of the Highland Games size is non-existent however there are known examples of larger 
lifting stone being situated at these locations. 
 
What should be remembered is that the building of larges houses by Clan Chiefs and their 
kin, in line with the stately Country Houses in England, falls into a time frame which mirrors 
the demise of the Clan System and cannot be seen as ancient in culture, but perhaps 
reflective of a culture that took place before 1745. Of the known stones that are situated 
outside large houses, only one gives an indication of nomenclature and the remaining two, 
although still extant, do have a degree of uncertainty about their history.        
 

 THE MENZIES STONE 
 
Located outside Menzies Castle near Weem, the Menzies Stone is one of the better known 
lifting stones in Scotland. The stone is associated with the romantic notion that it was 
required to be lifted to ascertain the “Clan Champion” from centuries ago, the stone 
suddenly appeared in the mid 1990’s and its fame has grown since. 
 

                                                             
25

 A Dictionary of the English Language Vol 2. Noah Webster 1828 (USA) 

 
 



 
The Menzies Stone  

 

 THE ARDVORLICH STONE 
 
Ardvorlich House in Stirlingshire is the ancient home of the Ardvorlich Stewarts. A known 
lifting stone, although little is known of its actual history is located at the entrance to the 
driveway to the Estate house. 
 

 
The Ardvorlich Stone  

 

 THE LOCHABER PUTTING STONE 

This stone will be explained in further detail later however suffice to say it once existed 

outside the gates to Achnacarry, the house of Locheil. As will be shown, this stone was 

known to be lifted and thrown over the wall at the gate entrance to the estate. 



Although there is some indication that lifting stones existed at the “entrance to great 

houses” and although this has been referenced in may writings by the Highland Games 

fraternity in relation to the Clach Neirt, the reality is that the majority of these stone 

actually exist on known “coffin roads” within the Highlands and Islands and have little or 

indeed no association with Clan Chiefs etc. 

Perhaps not situated at the gate of a great house, the following refers to another known 

heavy stone that was thrown for distance - 

“Richard Barwise, who was of gigantic stature, and who it is said used to display his 

amazing strength by walking about the hall  yard holding his wife, seated in a chair at arm’s 

length, and could also throw a stone of prodigious size from one end of the yard to 

another”
26

    

What makes this particular stone (in fact stones) unique is that the reference to throwing 

the heavy stone for distance takes place in England. Richard Barwise was born at Islekirk 

Hall, Cumbia in 1601 and the strength stones that he lifted and threw and which are still 

extant are known as the “Islekirk Marbles”.  

 

The Islekirk Marbles 

In as much as these stones were lifted and thrown, in the Gaelic they would be referred to 

as “Clach Neirt” however the English nomenclature is unknown although the only English 

language descriptive that could possibly apply would be “Putting Stones”. The level of 

demise of traditional English stone lifting, for whatever reason, has left scant physical 

evidence of this aspect of strength being part of English strength culture although 

undoubtedly it did exist. Perhaps what has been written in the English language regarding 

putting-stones does not apply to the perceived Highland Games putting stone but as seen 

with the Islekirk Marbles, it was likely to have been far wide ranging in relation to size and 

weight of stone.    

                                                             
26 p43 The Gretna Green Register by Robert Elliot 1842  



A certain degree of romantic folklore has been derived from the many dubious and perhaps 

incorrect sources regarding the English nomenclature and explanation of the “Putting 

Stone” however what is clear and obvious, is that the “putting stone” is ill defined in the 

English language and as a consequence, the translation from the Gaelic “Clach Neirt” would 

appear to be incorrect. In this respect it would prudent to examine who indeed gave the 

first translation of Clach Neirt and what was meant by it. 

For this it is necessary to examine the strength culture of Wales. 

 
 
 
 

3. THE WELSH “PUTTING STONE” AND ITS POSSIBLE INFLUENCE ON SCOTTISH GAELIC 
NOMENCLATURE. 

 
“The favourite amusement, apart from cock fighting, undoubtedly was football. But in 

addition there was wrestling, and especially putting the stone. The latter seems to have borne 

some relationship to the game of hurling in Cornwall, already mentioned above. The stone 

was called y maen camp (the feat stone). It was round and weighed from 75 to 100 

pounds”.
27 

 
The Welsh “Y Maen Camp” or feat stone is also referred to as the ubiquitous “Putting 
Stone”. To the modern strength historian and indeed enthusiast, the mind set of such a 
stone would again imply that of the Highland Games variety of putting stone however the 
application of Welsh strength was indeed far different from that perceived in the modern. 
 
“There is a relic of these ancient games called Y Maen Camp, or feat stone, in the churchyard 

of Efenechtyd. It is a ponderous boulder stone, weighing 101 lbs. The camp, or feat, was to 

lift this stone and throw it over the head backwards, and he was the hero who could throw 

this huge stone the furthest. Trials of strength and dexterity with this stone at Efenechtyd took 

place on the north side of the churchyard, where there are to this day but few graves.”28
. 

It is perhaps fortunate that unlike the smaller Highland Games Clach Neirt, physical evidence 

of the Welsh “Putting Stones” still exist. 
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 Transactions of the Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion Rhifyn 1953. 
28

 Old stone crosses of the Vale of Clwyd and its neighbouring parishes” by Reverend Elias Owen 1886 

 



 

The 101 lb Efenechtyd Stone (Photo courtesy of Roger Davis) 

Throwing a heavy 101 lb stone, backwards over the head using both hands is as remote 

from Highland Games culture as could possibly be imagined however the stone is still 

referred to as a “putting Stone”. Another stone of this type also exists at Llanwddyn29 and 

although slightly lighter at 75 lbs, the same process of a two handed overhead throw was 

applied.30 

 

The 75lb Llanwddyn Stone (Photo courtesy of Roger Davis) 

“Putting Stone – Carreg Orchest” 31 

The “Garreg Orchest” of Wales are in fact the equivalent of the traditional Scottish lifting 

stones and the stones which still exist of this variety all are known to weight in excess of 

250lbs. In relation to Wales, as also appears in Scotland, the interpretation of the “Putting 

Stone” can be wide ranging with no predefined weight to define it as same. 

A number of Scottish Victorian references make mention of a phrase which has also been 

plagiarised and occasionally misinterpreted. 

“Casting the heavy stone” 
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 p70,88 Collections Historical & Archaeological in relation to Montgomeryshire and its Borders, Thomas Richard 1874 , 88 
30 The research of the Welsh Stones of Strength has been compiled by strength historian Roger Davis of Hemel Hempstead, 
England. Although not yet published, a detailed investigation resulting in the uncovering of a number of traditional Welsh 
Lifting and Throwing Stones has assisted in proving the existence of a unique strength culture which was completely 
unknown to other strength historians until 2011. There are similarities with the Scottish Gaelic strength culture however 
they are not the same, although quite clearly what phraseology and nomenclature that has been applied in the English 
language to the Welsh stones, mirror exactly that applied to Scotland.     
31

 p240 An English and Welsh Dictionary Volume 2, Rev John Walters 1828  



The stone cast has been interpreted as the “stone put” with a heavy leaning to the style 

employed in its throwing as mirroring that of the Highlands Games tradition however, the 

above reference is taken from a text on Welsh sporting activities at Dolobran Hall in Powys 

within the Victorian period. 32  It is more than likely that this particular casting of the stone 

was of the traditional Y Maen Camp where two hands were used to throw the stone 

overhead. Again, it is the misinterpretation of the English Language to make it fit into a 

Gaelic culture that has been the problem with understanding Gaelic strength nomenclature. 

The assumption that Welsh nomenclature can be equally equivalent to the Scottish Gaelic is 

quite easy to understand where English language phrases such as “casting the heavy stone” 

and “putting stone” have been applied to both cultures, despite the fact that the application 

and cultures are indeed different.    

How the Welsh nomenclature can be relevant to the Scottish Gaelic is not through the direct  

translation of words but to an individual. 

Thomas Pennant was born in North Wales at Downing Hall, Whitford in 1726. The location 

of his birth is less than 20 miles from Efenechtyd  where the Y Maen Camp or Putting Stone 

exists. Almost every parish in North Wales was known to possess a similar stone and as 

Pennant was an antiquarian and writer with a detailed knowledge of his local area, and 

although he never wrote accordingly, there is no doubt that the common existence of these 

stones known as “Y maen camp” would have been known to him. Pennant was known to 

have more anglified leanings and the interpretation of the Welsh to the English of the 

“Putting Stone” is more than a possibility. 

The importance of Pennant to the Scottish Gaelic is quite simply due to the fact that he was 

the first individual to translate the “Clach Neirt” of the Scottish Gael and conclude that it 

was a “Putting Stone”. Pennant is therefore the root of all subsequent translations and this 

cannot be understated. 

In 1769 Pennant set off from home to make a tour of Scotland.  Travelling southwest from 

Inverness, Pennant travelled the length of the Great Glen visiting Glen Morriston, Fort 

William and eventually concluding his Highland tour at Inverary. This tour was the first of a 

kind by a non Scot and his subsequent book “A tour in Scotland 1769” was well received by 

the English speaking public. 

It is from page 173 of this particular book that the earliest definition of the clach neirt is 

obtained and indeed this translation predates the earliest Gaelic/English dictionary by 

eleven years – 

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 
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neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest...... The amusements by their firesides were the telling of tales, the wildest and most 

extravagant imaginable”  

What has been assumed by many strength historian writers is that the reference made by 

Pennant to the Clach Neirt is a direct account of him witnessing stone putting as known in 

the culture of the Highland Games. This indeed may well be correct however it is not direct 

proof that a small hand held stone, propelled from a mark with one hand, was indeed what 

was witnessed by Pennant. Throwing a heavy stone in excess of 100lbs in weight by using 

both hands was as common in the Highlands and Islands as it was in Wales. The “Clach 

Dhomhnall Mhic Lachlan”33 on the island of Gigha is evidence that a stone of this type was 

propelled forward with two hands for distance. 

Pennant could easily have witnessed a “putting stone” of a similar size as those known in his 

homeland of Wales although the Scottish variant was indeed thrown forwards, however the 

fact remains that the description supplied by him most certainly does not allow any 

reasonable conclusion to be reached. What is certain is that whatever he witnessed, it was 

the throwing of the Clach Neirt and it is he that directly translates this as the “Putting 

Stone”, a phrase which as shown has little by way of a precise definition. 

What impact that Pennant made on the British public by the publication of the book on his 

tour can be best adjudged by the scourge of plagiarism that existed within literary works of 

the 18th Century.   

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 

neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest...... The amusements by their firesides were the telling of tales, the wildest and most 

extravagant imaginable”.34 

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength as they 

call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the furthest...... The 

amusements by their firesides were the telling of tales, the wildest and most extravagant 

imaginable”. 35 

                                                             
33 Article by Seaton Gordon entitled “Gigha, Gods Island” within Chambers Journal Volume 15, 1946.  
34

p 239 of A New and Universal Geographical Grammar by E Jones 1772. Some 2 years after the publication by Pennant a 
complete plagiarism in the form of a direct lift appears in this work without attributing the source of the reference.    
35

p 241 of A Tour through the Island of Great Britain by Daniel Defoe Volume 4 (Eighth Edition) 1778. Again this is another 
direct lift from the work of Pennant without quoting the source. 



“In proportion as industry has advanced among the Highlanders, their ancient sports, such 

as archery, hunting fowling and fishing have declined. Those which remain are chiefly 

throwing the putting stone or stone of strength as they call it.” 36 

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused. The amusements by their firesides were the telling of tales, the wildest and 

most extravagant imaginable” 37 

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 

neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest”.38 

“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 

neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest....... The amusements by their firesides were the telling of tales, the wildest and most 

extravagant imaginable” 39 

“Some, once more common among the lower ranks, such as archery, hunting, fowling and 

fishing, are now disused; but yet they retain the practice of throwing the putting stone, or 

stone of strength (clochneart)..............Tale telling , over the winter fire, is also one of their 

chief amusements, particularly, as is the common case , where the narration partakes of the 

marvellous.”40 

“Even the ancient pastimes of archery, hunting fowling and fishing are now disused: but the 

putting stone, the penny stone and the shinty, or striking a ball of wood or hair, are still 

favourite diversions” 41 

“Those (sports of the Highlanders) retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of 

strength (clach neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty 

one the furthest” 42 
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 p525 of The New Universal Traveller by Jonathan Carver 1779. Carver has clearly altered the original text to suit however 
he does at least quote Pennant as the reference. 
37

 p88 of A View of the British Empire more especially Scotland with some proposals for the improvement of that country by 
John Knox 1784. This quote making no reference to Pennant is clearly plagiarised although in itself it makes no reference to 
the Clach Neirt. The book itself is an excellent example of the written word of an extreme Presbyterian whose views on 
anything “Popish” was instantly dismissed or not mentioned. Evidence suggests that anything remotely interfering with the 
Sabbath was as a consequence of the Roman Catholic Church and its practice. Anything accounting to the exercise of 
physical strength on a Sunday was instantly regarded as having nothing in common with the values of the Church of 
Scotland and it is not surprising that the clach neirt fails to be mentioned.     
38

 p40 of A General Description of Scotland by George Cook 1802. Quite simply another example of unreferenced plagiarism. 
39

 p89 of Voyages and Travels in all parts of the World by John Pinkerton 1809.  
40

 p324 of A System of Modern Geography by John Smith 1810. 
41

 p66 of The British Tourist by William Mavor 1814 
42

 p577 of the Encyclopaedia Londinensis by John Wilkes 1826.  A straightforward encyclopaedia article found under a 

reference to Putting Stone and quotes Pennant as the source. 



“Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 

neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest” 43 

“ Most of the ancient sports of the Highlanders, such as archery, hunting fowling and fishing 

are now disused: those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach 

neart) as they call it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the 

furthest” – Pennant tour in Scotland 1769 page 214 44 

“Those retained are throwing the putting stone or stone of strength (clach neart) as they call 

it, which occasions as emulation who can throw a weighty one the furthest.” 45 

There are perhaps many more instances where Pennant has either been directly quoted or 

plagiarised however the volume of this has in some way cemented the English translation of 

“Putting Stone” from the Gaelic Clach Neirt. The conclusion thus far is that in relation to the 

“putting stone” there is no single reference that clearly defines what such a stone is and 

indeed, the various definitions or attempts as such, leave the firm impression that the 

phrase is not well defined nor generic to a specific stone type and is however open to a 

general looseness of interpretation. 

With this said it is perhaps now relevant to examine the nomenclature of the Clach Neirt 

itself, what has been written and what physical evidence still exists that may well point to a 

true and far more accurate definition than the loosely defined putting stone.  

4. THE EXISTING CLACH NEIRT 

Prior to 1996 what scant information that was available on traditional Scottish Stone Lifting 

was limited solely to the knowledge of two stones; the Inver Stone and the Dinnie Steens at 

Potarch. Whereas the Dinnie Steens where highlighted as a “feat” of strength associated 

with the celebrated Highland Games athlete, Donald Dinnie; the “steens” as they are known 

were recognised as a traditional test of strength for local men during the Potarch Fairs. The 

Inver Stone appears to have been a more traditional lifting stone whose presence is perhaps 

as a consequence of the location of the ancient Inn being in close proximity to the mergence 

of two established Highland tracks nearby. 

Pre 1996, these were the only two known lifting stones in Scotland, a number hardly 

sufficient to provide any physical evidence of nomenclature or culture, not that the 

worldwide strength community would respect or demand evidence of such as both sets of 
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 p328 of A comprehensive system of Modern Geography and History (To the use of Schools and Academies in the United 
States) by Edwin Williams 1835. The Clach Neirt crosses the Atlantic for the first time in written form. 
44

 p246 of An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language by John Jamieson 1841. A quotation correctly referenced to 
Pennant but curious in the fact that a book on Scottish language written by a Scot lies heavily on the words of a Welshman.  
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 The Lay of Havelock the Dane by Walter Skeat 1868. Skeat ascribes the reference to Pennant and also makes further 
reference to the Statistical Account of Scotland to confirm usage of the Clach Neirt in relation to the ancient tale of the 
Havelock Stone, perhaps the most famous of English heavy lifting/throwing stones. 



stones for ease of convenience were defined as “clach cuid fir” or manhood stones, a phrase 

in itself which is perhaps the biggest insult to Gaelic strength. As at section 1, this ease of 

identification allows for the clach neirt or the “putting stone” to conveniently refer to the 

Games Putting Stone. 

In 1996 the single reference book on stone lifting “Of Stones and Strength” 46 was released 

and was widely acclaimed. The book managed to provide details on four further extant 

stones however the nomenclature still prescribed to the notion that all heavy lifting stones 

were manhood stones. Having to some degree being party to the research for the book, it is 

full of contrived applications of Gaelic strength and incorrect translations of the Gaelic 

Language.47     

Since 1996, research carried out on the traditional lifting stones in Scotland has resulted in a 

list of some 93 known stones with approximately 30% still extant. The numbers allow for a 

reasonable overview of stone lifting culture, namely the large number located at “coffin 

stops” on coffin roads close to a church or graveyard and more importantly, the Gaelic 

nomenclature associated with these stones.  

One striking aspect of the nomenclature is the number of heavy lifting stones that are 

known either as “putting stones” or “clach neirt”. The stones known as such are as follows -       

 Clach neirt – Strathmore of Durness 

Strathmore in Sutherland was cleared of its population circa 1805. Knowledge of a stone of 

strength is derived from the following – 

“Shinty or Camanachd, wrestling, lifting the Clach- neart “Stone of Strength” and throwing 

the stone and hammer were favourite pastimes in those days. There still lies in Strathmore of 

Durness, close to the ruins of the birthplace of Rob Donn the Reay country bard, a 

“clachneart”, of enormous size and weight, which only an exceptionally strong man can lift. 

There are two distinct grooves or “grips” on this stone, worn by generations of strong hands 

seeking to raise it from the ground.” 48 

The stone was re-discovered in 2012 with the primary identification being the obviousness 

of the “grips” mentioned in the original text. A local resident of Strathnaver who 

                                                             
46 Published by Ironmind Publications the booklet although heralded by the strength community it stuck to the contrived 
definitions of clach cuid fir and indeed helped to cement the notion that all lifting stones are known as such. One co-author 
was my late father which allows any criticism in relation to nomenclature and culture contained in the book to be based on 
first-hand knowledge. The book regrettably is error strewn.  
47 p30 Chapter 11 – Bodach Chraig Fiannaidh was translated as “the testing stone of the Fianna”. Chraig Fianna is the 
motehill situated 400 yards east of the lifting stone and a more apt translation is “The Old Man (referring to the Testing 
Stone) of the Rock of the Fianna. Ascribing the folklore associated with the stone although culturally there were many 
reasons for lifting this stone, has left the strength world believing that by lifting stone they become a Fianna warrior (the 
folklore itself states that you were allowed to fight beside them but makes no mention of joining however, such is human 
nature, the story and meaning has been corrupted)  
48

 p20 An Old Highland Fencible Corps. Captain IH McKay Scobie 1924. 

 



coincidentally was the last person to be born in Strathmore has formally identified the stone 

as being the Clach neirt. 

 

Clachneirt Strathmore of Durness showing one on its obvious grips 

The reference does however fail to mention in what manner the stone was actually lifted 

however its present location hints at this. The stone is situated adjacent to the beginning of 

the “Moine Path”, a footpath which would have been well used by former residents of the 

Glen to reach the coastal village of Bettyhill. As the path strikes upwards, to its south stands 

a prominent stone block which appears to have an upper edge which has been deliberately 

cut for a purpose. 

 

"Plinth" stone showing obvious cut off section. 

Taking into account an examination of other stones known as Clach neirt highlights the 

importance of the heavy stone being lifted onto a rock plinth or a dyke wall and this 

standing stone, especially due to the proximity to the clach neirt, is perhaps the most 

obvious standing object that the clach neirt could have been lifted onto. The Clach neirt is 

estimated to weigh just over 350 lbs.  



 The “Putting Stone” of the Clans – Barevan near Cawdor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within the grounds of the ancient church at Barevan, sitting adjacent to the more 

celebrated “stone coffin”, there is a large oval granite boulder known as the “Putting Stone 

of the Clans”. The reference to Clans is expected to have originated from an original Parish 

name with absolutely no association with any specific Highland Clan. The stone is 

referenced in a number of texts the best of which is – 

 “On the 10
th

 May 1880 , I visited the church at Barevan.............Near the east end of the 

church, there lies a rounded ball of reddish granite, 19 inches by 17 in diameter, and 

weighing 18 imperial stones .It’s shape and weight caused it to be used in the neighbourhood 

as a test of strength in the older days.............the present tenant of the farm, William 

MacIntosh who is seventy-seven years old (obviously born circa 1803) .......Mr McIntosh was 

himself in his younger days able to lift it and place it on the dyke and the grandmother of the 

friend who had accompanied me was capable of raising it by means of her apron, put below 

it rope-wise to catch hold of it” 
49 

The text does give some indication that an expected lift of the stone required placing it on 

top of the nearby dyke wall however the text does fail with providing a name for the stone. 

This is derived from the following -   

“A rounded ball of reddish granite, 19 inches by 17 inches in diameter, and weighing 18 

imperial stones, lies near to the entrance of the chapel. According to tradition it was the 

“putting stone” of the neighbouring clachan, but it takes a strong man of the present day to 

lift it” 
50 

Weighing 18 stones this “putting stone” was most certainly not expected to be placed 

against the chin and propelled forward with one hand. That the stone is referred to as a 
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 Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Volume 16”, Chapter VIII by William Jolly,1882. 
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 History of Nairnshire by George Bain, 1893. 

The Putting Stone of the Clans at Barevan 



putting stone is almost certainly due to the fact that it was originally referenced as Clach 

neirt. 

 Clach neirt – Glenlivet 

 

Clach neirt – Glenlivet 

This stone is unique in that there is absolutely no formal written account of it save one 

curious source of reference; The British Ordnance Survey. The stone was uncovered by 

retired University lecturer Malcolm Jones of Tomintoul while researching the history of local 

place-names. 

The stone is referenced on p225 of the OS Names Book for Banffshire Volume 17 and the 

stone itself is indicated on the 1869 edition of the six inches to one mile map covering the 

area. 

County of Banff      No 21   Parish of Inveraven 

List of Names 

as written on the Plan 
Various modes of 

spelling the same names 

Authority for those 

modes of spelling 

Situation 

 
Sheet  Plan 

Descriptive Remarks, or 

other General 

Observations which may 

be considered of interest 

 
Clach Neart 

Clach Neart Thomas Shaw  Sui 

Peter Stewart Sui 

Peter Tulloch  

Knochkan 

41    3 “Putting Stone” A 

large Surface Rock 

on the Convene 

Muir. The literal 

meaning of the name is 

the stone of strength 

 



 

1869 OS Map of the Convene Muir, Glenlivet 

The extract from the names book clearly indicates that the stone is known through local 

knowledge as being “clach neirt” however the cartographers have stressed it as a “Putting 

Stone”. 

The stone when located was found adjacent to an angular sloping rock slab with the 

inference that this may well have been at one time the reception plinth for the stone. The 

clach neirt has been weighed at 286lbs.  

 The Puterach – Balquhidder 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 
The Puterach is perhaps one of the more celebrated of Scotland’s traditional lifting stones 
albeit the original stone was disposed of by a rather zealous Church Minister on account of 
the stone causing multiple injuries to men lifting it. The stone atop the plinth is a substitute. 
 
The best reference to the stone is as follows – 



“Further east, and on the same side of the road, overlooking the strath, there is another 

knoll, which in later times was the gallows hill of the district, and is still known as" Tom na 

Croich." On the level ground below this knoll there is a prominent monolith, standing about 

4 feet above ground, quite flat, on the top. It is shaped like a wedge, with the edge to the east, 

and is famous in Balquhidder as the place where trials of strength took place. A large round 

water-worn boulder, named, after the district," Puderag," and weighing between two and 

three hundredweight, was the testing stone, which had to be lifted and placed on the top of 

the standing stone. There used to be a step about 18 inches from the top, on the east side of 

the stone, on which the lifting stone rested in its progress to the top. This step or ledge was 

broken off about thirty' years ago, as told to me by the person who actually did it, and the 

breadth of the stone was thereby reduced about 8 inches. This particular mode of developing 

and testing the strength of the young men of the district has now fallen into disuse, and the 

lifting-stone game is a thing of the past. A former minister of the parish pronounced it a 

dangerous pastime. Many persons were permanently injured by their efforts to raise the 

stone, and it is said that he caused it to be thrown into the river, but others said it was built 

into the manse dyke, where it still remains.”  51 
 
The above account gives a reasonable description of the culture of lifting the Puterach 
however it does fail to provide any Gaelic classification as to the stone being Clach Neirt. 
This has been derived from perhaps the least reliable of Victorian sources – James Logan. 
 
 “Among the Highlanders, are racing, leaping, the running leap, much practised for its  

usefulness, wrestling, club and foot ball, tossing the caber, throwing the hammer, putting or 

throwing the stone, lifting a heavy stone, contests in swimming and many other feats of sheer 

strength and agility. The weight of the stone, called clach-neart or the stone of  

strength, which was to be lifted from the ground, was sometimes very great, and it was 

frequently placed near the church and sometimes in the Kirkyard, that the men might exercise 

their “vis inertia” after the conclusion of religious service. One of this sort, named the 

Puterach, remains near the Kirk of Balquhider in Perthshire, which the strongest may boast 

having raised from the ground, breast high, which is the trial, and he is accounted a 

muscular man who can do so” 52  
 
It is quite strange that Logan did not take the opportunity of mentioning the obvious plinth 
stone that the Puterach was lifted onto which does gives rise to the suspicion that he may 
never have had visited Balquhidder at all. Logan does also specifically mention that the 
stone was required to be lifted breast high, albeit a plinth stone was extant.53  
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  p83 “Notes on Balquhidder” by James Hamilton Gow – Proc Soc Antiq Vol 21, 1886-7 
52 McIan’s Highlanders at Home OR Celtic Gatherings” by James Logan, 1848 
53 James Logan has been the most heavily referenced author in relation to Gaelic strength culture. It was he that attributed 
the culture of “manhood stones” or Clach Cuid Fir (dubious) as he refers to them. Emphasising that such a stone was 
required to be lifted to enter manhood and hence be allowed to wear a bonnet or place a feather in it; his romantic 
perception of Gaelic strength has been plagiarised on countless occasions resulting in the similar perception as mentioned 
in section 1 in that all heavy stones that are lifted are clach cuid fir and all smaller stones that are thrown are clach neirt. 
Logan was known to lead a dysfunctional personal life with him suffering from a chronic alcohol problem. He was the 
historian to the “Club of the True Highlanders” whose membership went to great pains to portray the Gael with the 
romantic so desired by the Victorians but at the same time failing to account that the Club Chairman was the cause of the 
removal of some 1500 Gaels from lands in Glen Morriston.      



Although Logan refers to the Puterach as being clach neirt it is perhaps the similarity of the 
stones name with the Gaelic Putaireachd that should be considered. Was the stone pushed 
onto the plinth or indeed was it pushed over? 
 

 Clach neirt – Mheirichard, Glen Morriston 
 
This stone is still under investigation and cannot be considered as extant although the 
nomenclature associated with the style of lifting does tend to show a better understanding 
of the lifting requirements of the clach neirt. 
 
“In Clachan Mheirichard there is a big Clach Neart which is rarely lifted. One day at a 

funeral a man lifted it and put it over a fence saying “ I never saw a Grant that could do 

that”. At that moment a Padruig Mor Port Chlair was passing on the road and one of the 

mourners asked him to take up the challenge. Padruig lifted the stone and put it back in its 

former position, saying to his challenger that if he put it over again that he would lift it back 

with his challenger on top of it. The challenge was not taken up.” 54 
 
The obvious cultural aspect of this stone is indeed its location. Similar to the Puterach and 
the stone in Glenlivet, this stone also sits adjacent to a known “coffin road”. Many other 
stones such as at Bohennie near Glen Roy, Achness in Strathnaver and at Torastan on the 
island of Coll, possess a lifting stone adjacent to the last coffin stop prior to the Church or 
graveyard. Although the locations of these stones are similar, and indeed that a plinth stone 
still exists at Torastan, there is nothing to indicate that these stone were known as Clach 
neirt. 
 
The most important aspect of the above text is that the stone is “put over” a static object 
and this process becomes clearer with the following stones.    
 

 The Wallace Putting Stone - Sheriffmuir 
 
This stone is a curio in respect that it does not lay in the Highlands or Islands. Situated as it 
does in the high moorland of Sheriffmuir I can only suspect that its existence may well have 
been attributed to a gathering before the famous battle of 1716. The text relating to the 
stone is quite detailed and again it has to be emphasised that this stone is probably referred 
to as a “putting stone” as a substitution for clach neirt. 
 
“About two miles south-west of the village of Blackford, on the Sheriffmuir road, and near to 

the farm-house of Easter-Biggs, is an arch of stones, seven in number, called the " Seven 

Stanes," varying from perhaps a ton to two tons each. One of these is of a round prismatical 

shape, and stands in an erect position. Beside these lies a large bullet of stone, called " 

Wallace's Puttin' Stane," and he is accounted a strong man who can lift it in his arms to the 

top of the standing one, which is about four feet high,—and a very strong man who is able to 

toss it over without coming in contact with the upright one. At one time few were to be found 

of such muscular strength as to accomplish this—not so much from the actual weight of the 

stone itself, as from the difficulty of retaining hold of it, it being very smooth and circular. 

This difficulty, however, was obviated about seventy years ago, by the barbarous hand of a 
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mason, to enable himself to perform the feat, since which time a person of ordinary strength 

can easily lift it.” 
55

 

 

This location formed part of an ancient stone circle known as the “seven stanes”. The text is 
quite exact in that it combines many if not all of the lifting elements mentioned in the 
previous stones. Here we have a heavy stone that could be simply lifted onto a plinth or for 
the superior of strength......thrown over it, and this particular action does suggest it as a 
“stone of force” and as such it is perhaps closer to a truer definition of Clach Neirt. 
 

 
The Wallace Putting Stone 

The stone cannot be identified by an individual with its only distinguishing mark being the 

obvious cut off section made by the work of the stone mason. A section of this cut off is 

situated nearby and the plinth mentioned unfortunately is now recumbent. 

The cultural aspect of the Clach Neirt is slowly being developed as a heavy stone that could 

be lifted onto a static object (plinth stone/dyke wall etc) but to determine superior strength, 

it was thrown over. 

Why should a stone of this type be named after William Wallace can only be as a 

consequence that as a hero warrior, Wallace was held in the same esteem as Fionn, 

Cochullin etc. 

 Clachan neirt – Achernack, Grantown on Spey. 

The principle of lifting the heavy stone over a static object is again replicated with these 

stones. 

  “John (Stewart) rose to the rank of Captain in the 53rd Regiment, and retired on half-pay. 

He was called the oichear mor, the big officer, from his great size. It was said he had no 

equal in Strathspey for strength. There are two boulders that lie near the gate of Achernack, 

Clachan neart, which were used as tests of strength. One man out of ten might lift the  
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over the dyke, but not one in a thousand could do this with the other. The big officer could 

toss them both over, one after the other, with ease” 
56

   

Again it has to be emphasised that the association of the clach neirt with lifting a heavy stone 

appears to be the fact the stone is “put over” an object. Suffice to say that I would not suggest 

that this would be carried out with a delicate precision and that “thrown over” would be more 

apt. 

 

Clachan neirt Achernack 

Both stones are still extant and still lie within the yard at Achernack Farm just south of 

Grantown on Spey and were recently re-discovered by Malcolm Jones of Tomintoul. The 

stones weigh 103 and 130 kg respectively. 

 The Lochaber Putting Stone – Achnacarry 

This is another stone whose history is still under investigation. Knowledge of it is derived 

from the following – 

“Nearly every Highland Village has now its annual games, where “putting the stone” and 

tossing the caber are the principle tests of strength. A cannon-ball has taken the place of the 

former, which in days gone past was a heavy round granite or trap block of about 14 lb 

weight. Some were much bigger, and the putting stone of Lochaber, outside the gate of 

Locheil, if no man has been found strong enough to put it back over the wall, the visitor will 

see, is quite a couple of hundredweight. The test with it is to raise it and put it over the wall, 

inside or outside. It is now a great many years ago since one of the Clan McTavish chucked it 

out, and not one of the Cameron’s has been found strong enough to put it back” 
57

    

Again it can be reasonably inferred from the text that Putting Stone is derived from Clach 

Neirt and this single text not only explains the lifting method associated with such a stone, 
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but also adds the curious comment that some putting stones were indeed bigger than 

others. 

Extremely close to Achnacary, the seat of Clan Cameron, the celebrated Highland Games 

athlete, A A Cameron resided at Mucomir near Spean Bridge. It is known that Cameron in 

the early 20th Century, apart from competing in Highland Games had the occasional foray 

with lifting traditional heavy stones. It is known that he lifted both the Inver and Dalwhinnie 

Stones however the following story regarding him lifting a stone in Perthshire fits well into 

the lifting style associated with the clach neirt. 

“He was another time in Perthshire. There was a big boulder besides a dyke and they said 

that only a powerfully built man would be able to lift it. Alexander went and lifted the boulder 

and threw it over the dyke where it lies to this very day. I’ve no idea who would be able to 

move it now”.
58

  

To perhaps emphasise the Clach Neirt as the heavy lifting stone we can travel over the 
water to Ireland to discover a unique place name reference – 

“Cloghnart in Monaghan ; Cloch-neirt [-nert]. The stone of strength : from a stone lying in 

an old fort which the men were accustomed to lift as a trial of strength. A usual custom all 

through Ireland” 
59

 

The hamlet of Cloghnart still exists north-west of the town of Monaghan however initial 
enquiries have proved unsuccessful in relation to both the ancient fort and the stone. 
Whether or not the stone is extant, it is clear that in the Irish Gaelic, the stone of strength is 
a lifting stone and not a Highland Games Putting Stone. 

These examples are physical proof that the Clach neirt was defined as a heavy lifting stone. 

 

5. DISTRIBUTION OF THE CLACH NEIRT  

Having proved that the Clach Neirt is a heavy lifting stone it should be possible with the 
numbers of this type of stone to assess the usage of both strength culture and language and 
location. 
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The distribution of the heavy Clach neirt clearly indicates that the practice of lifting either 
onto a plinth or static object, or indeed throwing the stone over it, is solely restricted to the 
Highlands alone with (as yet), no stone of this sort known on the Hebrides.  

There are indeed heavy lifting stones on the islands however the nomenclature, and using 
more of an easier understood descriptive, are known as Clach Ultach.  

 

Ultach  - aich, aichean, s,m. Burden carried within the fold or grasp of the arms, armful. 2. 

Lapful 3. Load. 4 (CR) Burden on the back – Arran. 5. Bosom. 6. Lap 7. Bundle, faggot or 

truss, fit to be carried on the back – Perthshire.  

From Dwelly Part 3. 

The definition of the Clach Ultach can then in its simplest terms be explained as a stone 

which is an armful and lifted into the lap being grasped with both arms. In the modern 

context the word also is defined as “arms length”. 

What is clear from Dwelly’s definition is that such stones would be unheard of in both Arran 

and Perthshire as the terms relates to a burden carried on the back however as shown by 

the distribution map above, it appears that the use of the term clach ultach is restricted to 

the Islands although the terminology may well have been used close to the western 

seaboard. 

 



The lifting style associated with these lifting stones is simply as implied by the name itself; 

the heavy stone is expected to be lifted into the lap. There are however some peculiarities, 

especially in relation to Dwelly’s third interpretation of 3. Load. 

On occasion and in certain circumstances, most notably when the word Clach is dropped 

from the name of the stone, the stone is now a load or weight and this has on occasion 

been translated as a lift. 

As a consequence  

Clach Ultach Uilleam  MacCreamhain     translates as “the lifting stone of William son of 

Crawford”....whereas.... 

Ultach Uilleam  MacCreamhain can translate as “the weight of William son of Crawford” or 

alternatively “William son of Crawford’s lift” or more aptly “the lift of William son of 

Crawford.   

The simplicity of the Clach Ultach is that its lifting style is predefined and as such, the weight 

of the stone although undefined, will be restricted to what can in all practical terms be lifted 

and retained into the lap or fold, an armful .  

What is obvious is that Gaelic regional dialects have played an important part in the 

nomenclature of traditional lifting stones in the Highlands and Islands. What is currently 

accepted by the worldwide strength community, namely Clach cuid fir and Clach Neirt 

representing the lifting stone and putting stone fails to account for this variation and that 

the use of these words and the culture associated was somehow generic.  

If a generic does exist in nomenclature it is Clach Thogalaich meaning simply lifting stone or 

a stone used in competition – 

Clach Thogalaich, (AH) s.f  stone used in weightlifting contests 
60 

There are few stones known as Clach Thogalaich although the distribution of those extant 

and historical knowledge certainly points to the phrase being in common use in all Gaelic 

speaking areas.  

Whereas modern strength is defined by limits and a strict application of rules, the lifting of 

the Clach Thogalaich appears to have been defined only by application of local cultural 

practice. Where the Clach Neirt was expected to be lifted onto a plint/wall or thrown over it 

and the Clach Ultach a lift into the lap or fold, what would be expected of a lift of a Clach 

Thogalaich would appear to be wide and varied. 

The Clach Thogalaich on the island of Colonsay, despite a general assumption of having 

being required to be lifted into the lap by the strength community, the last known lift by a 
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group of local young men was simply the case of “chuir e ga oth eadar a ‘ chlach thogail ‘s 

an talamh” or placing wind between the lifting stone and the ground. 61 

 

 

Traversing to the mainland, Glen Roy was known to have been fully Gaelic speaking until the 

early 1970’s. The Campbell family who have resided in the Glen for hundreds of years are 

the last remaining speakers and as a consequence, they are the only residents who have 

knowledge of the lifting stones of the Glen. The head of the household Angus Campbell has 

pointed out two obvious stones in a remote part of Glen Roy which were simply known as 

Clach Thogalaich and were used in weightlifting contests. Whereas in the modern day, any 

application of strength is seen as serious, the Gaelic lifting stones in Glen Roy were lifted 

with a fair degree of whisky having being consumed and there were no specific lifting 

specifications or requirement, simply the best lift won. 

 

The Glen Roy Lifting Stones 
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“In Braemar there is a Clach Thogalaich, i.e. lifting stone near the junction of the Luibeg 

and the Derry”  62 

The above clach thogalaich is situated in Glen Lui and the lifting and folklore regarding the 

stone is explained by Seton Gordon in  Highways and Byways in the Central Highlands 

(1949). 

Still in the area of Royal Deeside, author and historian Ian Murray of Ballater has been 

privileged to have interviewed the last remaining Gaelic speakers of Deeside and as a 

consequence he has confirmed that, despite the strength world referring to lifting stones in 

this area as Clach cuid fir, that all lifting stones were known locally as Clach Thogalaich.63    

Unlike the use of the Clach Ultach and Clach Neirt, it would appear that the Clach Thogalaich 

was more generic throughout the Highland and Islands and that many extant stones where 

the nomenclature is unknown (such as the Dalwhinnie Stone) would have been referred to 

as such. 

There are of course other stones of strength that resort to the simple use of “clach” which 

neither demonstrates the particular application required to lift or throw a stone and there 

are other nomenclatures such as Clach Deuchainn (trial stone) which also require to be 

further examined but what is certain is that lifting styles, stone types and nomenclature vary 

considerably and that the current easy acceptance by the strength community of clach cuid 

fir and clach neirt is not properly grounded in fact. 

 

6. THE GAELIC PUTTING STONE 

The present day Highland Games culture plays a heavy emphasis on the “putting stone” and 

its history. Numerous books by a wide variety of authors emphasise that the “Games Putting 

Stone” is of ancient origin and is known as the Clach Neirt. There is absolutely no doubt that 

the “putting stone” is of ancient origin, most likely to have derived from the Lia Miledh (the 

warrior’s stone) 64 used by ancient Irish warriors in battle therefore the antiquity of this 

strength practice cannot be disputed.  

To the majority of those involved in Highland Games Circles, particularly those in the USA, 

the Games Putting Stones is defined by weight to such an extent that any stone of a higher 

standardised weight, such as the “Braemar Stone”, a heavier stone which is thrown from a 
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static position, is not a clach neirt. Even to those of little knowledge of Gaelic culture and 

language this appears to be alien, firstly as there was never at any time a formal adoption of 

weight standards throughout the Highlands and Islands and secondly and perhaps more 

importantly, the language of the Gael has a tendency to define weight by volume or a 

descriptive. The obviousness of Clach Ultach is equalled by Clach Thogalaich and Clach 

Deuchainn as each phrase leaves no question as to either size or purpose. In as such, does 

putting a small hand held stone merit the translation “stone of strength”? 

Of all writings on the Highland Games culture none whatsoever examine the use of the 

descriptive in the Gaelic language and to some extent there has been a large degree of 

plagiarism, especially amongst American writers who seem content that what has been 

written before on Gaelic culture, must of course be correct. There appears by all those that 

the culture and language of the Gael throughout the Highlands and Islands is completely 

singular and generic with no notion that words and their use, as well as meaning could be 

interpreted as completely different elsewhere. 

If one word exemplifies this, and indeed has never been used in any written narrative of 

Gaelic strength, then that is “Dornag”. 

“Dornag – a stone about the size of one’s fist” 
65

 

Although this reference does not specify what is actually done with stone, other sources do. 

 “Doirneag – Round stone of a size to full the fist, or that can be thrown without 

inconvenience” 
66 

Dornag - A pebble, a stone that one can easily fling with the hand 
67

     

The most modern Gaelic dictionary by Colin Mark in 2013 translates Dornag as- 

(Fist sized) stone; putting stone. 

To put the use of the word “dornag” into context in its application and use, the following 

has kindly been reproduced by kind permission of John Roxborogh from New Zealand and is 

a story written by his mother concerning his Great Grandmother – Mary MacKenzie who 

was born at Achindrean Ross-shire circa 1837. The story narrates everyday life for the 

children and youth of the area and includes the following - 

“Put-the-shot required a special stone called a dornag which had to be weigh about six or 

seven pounds, and be a round shape washed in the sea. What thoughts of prowess came to the 

minds of young lads holding them at arms length and twirling round to release it?” 
68 
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What is important is that the Gaelic language, as shown with the nomenclature of other 

known stones, that it does not specify actual weight. Such comparisons between stones was 

purely done on the basis of a descriptive. In the case of the dornag, the root is “dorn” 

meaning a glove or more appropriately, a handful. The Dornag therefore is not described by 

weight, it is described and limited by what can be considered a handful. Hand size in any 

population varies considerably by age size of person so it would be inappropriate to put a 

specific weight variance on the Dornag Putting Stone. 

In the case of a grown man one would suspect a handful to be around the same weight and 

volume as a Games putting stone. 

The use of the word Dornag was known on the islands of South Uist, Erskay, Lewis and on 

the mainland in Coighach in the far north west. It is not known whether it was in use within 

the Central, Eastern and Southern Highlands and its distribution of use may have followed 

similar lines to that of the Clach Ultach which is predominately islands based.      

Although the descriptive of Dornag, being a stone thrown which was a handful, it is still 

likely that it came under the broader descriptive of a stone of force ie Clach Neirt. 

 

7. THE LEGACY OF ROMANTACISM, JAMES LOGAN & THE CLUB OF THE TRUE 

HIGHLANDERS. 

(all the fault of our heartless lairds and those cursed evictions, which have cleared out the 

best part of the population, leaving behind a poor downtrodden generation who have  

nothing but legs to show, and who are forced to nourish their meagre souls with the injected 

spoon-meat of Saxon civilisation.) 
69 

 

Any examination of Scottish strength literature, be it the Highland Games or indeed stone 

lifting, clearly shows an abundance of definition, specifically in relation to the nomenclature 

of the lifting stone and Games putting stone. The fact that the clach neirt is seen worldwide 

as the small putting stone and the dubious clach cuid fir the heavy lifting stone, can be 

attributed not to the fabrication by modern authors on the subject of Scottish strength, but 

to references to two specific books on Gaelic culture by a Victorian gentleman called James 

Logan (1797 – 1872). 

Most of what is available on the phrase clach neirt was written in the Victorian era. Many of 

these references are taken from a period during which Gaelic and its culture was either 

being expelled or anglicised and the Highland population was being moved and replaced by 

sheep. The Victorian era still manages to cover the final years of the Highland Clearances yet 
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the writings of the time portray that of the rosy cheeked and happy Highlander. This is an 

example of Victorian culture at its worst and its legacy is to such an extent dismissed by 

Scottish literary and history experts as Victorian romanticism on a large scale. 

This dismissive attitude, by many of the present day Scottish Historic authorities has a 

serious foundation within the literary works of the period. There is indeed a scepticism by 

some of these authorities on the emergence of the Highland Games during the Victorian 

period as an example of the romanticism of the time. Perhaps unfairly adjudged but this 

attitude does persist in relation to a culture whose actual roots well predate the Victorian 

strive for a portrayal of the romantic as is the case with the Highland Games. 

The romanticism of the Highlands and Islands has its roots in pre Victorian culture and 

especially in the works of Sir Walter Scott. An eminent writer and author, his works are well 

known worldwide however his actual character was known to be suspect. In essence he was 

a man on the make and in the annals of Scottish History he will always be known as the man 

who reinvented Scotland. He wrote at a time when the people of the Highlands and Islands 

were starving and being forcibly ejected from their lands and shipped to the colonies 

however Scott commenced the portrayal of the happy Highlander, brave and gallant, 

surrounded by family whom he will defend with his trusty claymore. The truth was that the 

people were in rags and starving however Scott built his name and reputation on his 

writings which painted an image so far from reality. History academics are well cautious of 

anything historical alluded to by Scott. 

Unfortunately, others too got into the act and by the time Queen Victoria ascended the 

throne all things Highlands were in vogue. Many had done tours of the Highlands and 

Islands and wrote of their exploits (even Queen Victoria herself), some truthful such as the 

earlier tours by Pennant and some where the details of their contact with the Highlands is 

pure fantasy. 

Due to the success of Scott, many decided to follow his pattern of writing and with Queen 

Victoria fully entrenched in her Balmoral Estate, books on the Highlands began to flow and 

the myths began to emerge. Scotland was fast turning into a land of large estates given over 

to shooting and fishing. Who cared about the people removed? Sir Walter Scott himself was 

an avid supporter of the clearances so his allegiance to his countrymen is extremely 

doubtful although in reality, the lowlanders of Scotland viewed their Gaelic brothers as 

simply savage and foreign. 

When examining the history of traditional Scottish lifting stones a valuable resource is the 

availability of Victorian literature. One eminent writer of the time was the aforementioned 

James Logan. In both his literary works of the period, it is he that first mentions the phrase 

“Clach cuid fir”. The basis for both his books was a walking tour that he conducted in the 

Highlands in his late teens and although his writings were well received, resulting in a Royal 

patronage, much of the content has now been dismissed as factually incorrect or purely 



fictitious. Logan died in London, almost penniless and was verging on alcoholism. Born in 

Aberdeen he was reasonably well educated but dropped out of University and was the 

victim of an unfortunate accident during his teens. 

Logan was walking along the Aberdeen links which was always well used for men practicing 

Highland Games events. A wayward hammer throw struck Logan on the side of the head 

causing severe injury. He survived but for the remainder of his life he had a four inch square 

metal plate covering a hole in his skull. Without having any desire to test the theory 

personally, I have no doubt that such a trauma may well have had a long standing effect on 

his judgement. I am afraid that the lifestyle of Logan, especially in London was somewhat 

chaotic and dysfunctional. His accident may well have had something to do with this but it is 

from this very man that we learn something regarding the stones of strength. 

Logan’s first major publication was “The Scottish Gael” from which we have - 

“The clach neart, literally stone of strength, or the putting stone
70

, is a favourite and ancient 

amusement, and consists in projecting a large round stone to the greatest possible distance. 

It was formerly the custom to have one of these lying at the gate of every chieftain’s house, 

and on the arrival of a stranger, he was asked as a complement to throw”. 
71

  

What Logan states could equally be interpreted as projecting a large round stone with two 

hands as his quotation makes no mention of how the actual stone was thrown but in 1831, 

with the emergence of the Victorian Highland Games, the definition of the “putting-stone” 

was more or less likely being somewhat narrowed to exclude any stone other than that used 

at the Games. 

In his second book published some 14 years later in 1845, Logan again gives a definition of 

the clach neirt – 

 “The weight of the stone called Clachneart, or the stone of strength, which was to be lifted 

from the ground, was sometimes very great, and it was frequently placed near the Church 

and sometimes in the Kirkyard, that the men may exercise their “vis inertia” after conclusion 

of religious service. One of this sort, named the Puterach, remains near the Kirk in 

Balquhidder in Perthshire, which the strongest may boast having raised from the ground, 

breast high, which is the trial, and he is accounted a muscular man who could do so.” 
72

 

As Logan states, the weight of the clachneirt was sometimes very great and from this it can 

be deduced that clachneirt was a stone of varying weights and not constricted by size and 

weight as popularised by Highland Games writers and enthusiasts. This particular text is well 

known however appears to have been conveniently overlooked as writers on strength, with 

such a background are almost as a consequence of their own strength culture, disposed to 

assessing strength by weight alone with no consideration for the culture that spawned the 
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original. The clachneirt stone is obviously defined by what is done with it and not defined by 

weight. The emerging Highland Games, as with most sporting activities within the Victorian 

era, were being subjected to the rules and regulations, created to establish conformity and 

standardisation and hence the “putting stone” for the purposes of the Games was defined 

by weight, not by its cultural background. 

Part of the problem in the clachneirt being defined as the Games putting stone is that within 

both of Logan’s major publication’s, he defines another particular stone – 

Clach cuid fir is lifting a large stone two hundred pounds or more from the ground, and 

placing it on top of another about four feet high. The youth that can do this is forthwith 

reckoned a man, whence the name of the amusement, and may then wear a bonnet.” 
73

 

And from 14 years later –  

 “Clach cuid fir was a stone of two hundred pounds weight and upwards, which was to be 

lifted from the ground and placed on another four feet high at least, and the youth that could 

perform this feat was forthwith reckoned a man.” 
74

 

The nomenclature of the dubious and extremely contentious “clach cuid fir” is the subject of 

a separate examination but nevertheless, by its mere mention as an alternative to the clach 

neirt, the differentiation and standardisation so beloved of strength enthusiasts has caused 

the clach cuid fir or manhood stone to simply represent any heavy stone that is lifted leaving 

the clach neirt as the ubiquitous Highland Games Putting Stone.   

They'll mak what rules and laws they please – Robert Burns 
75

 

In 1815 the “Club of the True Highlanders” was formed by Colonel Alexander Ranaldson 

MacDonell of Glengarry (15 September 1773–1828 ). This was a time, when a large number 

of Victorian socialites of a Scottish background formed Highland Societies which embraced 

the concept of Clan Tartans and held meeting during which, their particular ideas of the 

concept of Gaelic culture would be preserved. Much of this centred around Highland Chiefs 

and many romantic ideas of Highland cultural life incorporating poetry as well as strength 

however what should be emphasised is that the true Gael, the one working the fields to 

meet out a meagre existence, was most certainly excluded from these societies. 

The club of the True Highlanders organised two “true Highlanders fetes”, a forerunner to 

the modern Highland Games the first which took place in Glengarry in 1816. This event 

incorporated stone lifting as a part of its strength athletics programme however in this case, 

the heavy stone was lifted and carried for distance. The second fete took place six years 
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later in Inverness (1822) where the application of lifting the heavy stone was somewhat 

different. 

At lifting the stone, Allan MacDonell, first, as putting over the bar at No 9; Hugh Fraser, 

second, by doing it with great ease at No 8; Ewen MacDonald ,from Uist, at No7 
76

 

This event, replicated in a number of locations within the Scottish Highland Games is 

affectionately known, as a consequence of the True Highlanders Fete in Inverness as, 

Inverness Style Stone Lifting. It would appear quite obvious that the event held in 1822 was 

simply a field adaptation of the technique applied in Gaelic culture to lifting and throwing  

the heavy clach neirt although present day Games enthusiasts would see the origin of this 

type of lift being purely as a consequence of an 1822 Highland Games, with no identification 

of the cultural requirements of the Clach neirt itself. 

James Logan was the official historian of the Club of the True Highlanders therefore many 

aspects of Victorian romanticism towards Highland culture was sure to have been adopted. 

As for MacDonnell of Glengarry, perhaps an unsavoury character who through the 

formation of his Club (strictly for gentlemen of course) thought that the culture of the Gael 

could be retained (a more anglicised version) but at the same time managed to remove 

1500 fellow Gaels from his land, many whom immigrated. Perhaps not the most culturally 

correct society to learn anything of the nomenclature of Gaelic strength however through 

the writings of Logan, a fabrication of culture was adopted and continued through the rise 

and prominence of Highland Games culture at the expense of the truth. 

 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

 

“The games popular among the Highlanders were – putting the stone, lifting a heavy weight 

known as Clachneart, tossing the caber” 
77

 

To conclude, the above reference actually goes as far to make a serious and almost 

complete reversal of the translation of the clach neirt which excludes is from being a putting 

stone. 

Perhaps it is time for a fresh definition of the clach neirt based on the evidence gathered so 

far.  
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The current worldwide perceptions within those involved in strength circles that the clach 

neirt is a “putting stone” of the Highlands Games variety and the “clach cuid fir” is the heavy 

lifting stone are clearly incorrect. What has been shown and indeed proven via physical and 

written evidence is that the Gaelic nomenclature regarding any form of stone used in 

physical exercise was not generic in any form with far ranging differences, especially 

between Gaelic Culture on the mainland in comparison to the islands. 

Furthermore, all the evidence shown proves that the stone of strength or clach neirt is the 

heavy lifting stone however the fact remains that the “putting stone” or dornag has also 

been referred to as clach neirt. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that the English nomenclature of “putting stone” is extremely 

loose in interpretation however this indeed appears to be the root of the problem with 

accurately defining what is clach neirt. Quite clearly the English interpretation of the putting 

stone has had a profound impact on the Gaelic understanding however the Highlands 

Games culture has made a general assumption that the putting stone is a clach neirt and 

this has clearly been assumed without reference to, or an understanding of the English in 

the first instance. 

The use of the word “Dornag” does appear to be more apt in language for a stone of the 

Highland Games variety. The root meaning “a handful” appears to be more akin to the 

descriptive elements of the Gaelic language such as armful etc which in most cases gives an 

indication as to what the actual size of the stone was.     

What should be initially assessed is the variety of stones used by the Gael in the exercise of 

strength. They form three distinct sizes – 

 The small hand held stone propelled forward for distance. 

 The larger stone propelled forward for distance by the use of two hands. 

 The heavy lifting stone which is lifted onto a static object but also thrown over it. 

 The heavy lifting stone that is lifted into the lap or fold but not thrown. 

The latter are obviously those stones known as Clach Ultach on the Islands however the 

other three are indeed stones that are thrown, propelled or indeed forced. These three 

distinct styles of the application of strength can easily be defined as “Clach Neirt” as each 

requires an element of throwing.  

The use of “neirt” meaning strength as in stone of strength is perhaps incorrect as all three 

types of stone are indeed “forced” another application of the Gaelic “neirt”. The “stone of 

strength” as a direct translation appeals to the romanticised view on Gaelic culture and I 

suspect that the use of the “stone of force”, in itself a far more descriptive translation, and 

perhaps more apt, was at some point discarded by the Victorian writers who brought with 

them all other misplaced aspects of Gaelic culture such as Clan Tartan. 



The romantic stone of strength certainly would appear to have appealed more to Victorian 

culture which in itself created the “games” of the Highlanders albeit most of the activities 

themselves were also applied in Scottish lowland culture.      

All the evidence points to the conclusion that through a series of historical instances, 

beginning with the first translation by Pennant followed by the degree of plagiarism of his 

work and then secondly, the romanticism of Highland culture by Victorian writers, the clach 

neirt has been accepted by Highland Games culture to mean solely the Games Putting 

Stone. Through this series of errors in translation and understanding we have the many 

statements of fact on what is and what is not the clach neirt. 

Of course it may well be the case that the meaning of the English “Putting Stone” was 

initially far ranging, hinting that it was both a heavy lifting stone and any stone that was 

thrown but through the emergence and growth of the Highland Games circuit in Scotland, 

the meaning of the putting stone became more narrowed and definitive to represent solely 

what is represented to-day as a clach neirt.    

To move forward I would suggest the following definition of clach neirt. 

Clach Neirt – Stone of strength or force: A stone of any size or weight that is propelled or 

forced for either distance or thrown over a static object such as a plinth stone or wall. The 

smaller hand held stone known as “Dornag” was propelled with one hand and is better 

known as a “putting stone” along the lines of that exercised in the heavy events at 

Highland Games. A stone far larger than the Dornag was also known to have been thrown 

for distance using two hands. The heavy lifting stone which was lifted onto a wall or stone 

plinth could equally, for those of exceptional strength, be required to be thrown over the 

static object and hence were equally known as Clach Neirt. 

 

Peter Martin, Prestwick, 9
th

 September 2013.  

 

         

 

    

 

 

 
 
 
   



 
 

       

 

 

 

 

      

  

      

 


